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	As new technologies develop, terrorist groups are developing new methods of attack by using the Internet, and by using cyberspace as a battlefield, it has become increasingly difficult to discover the identity of attackers and bring them to justice. The seemingly limitless boundaries of cyberspace has allowed virtually anyone to launch an attack from a remote and anonymous location. But once these attacks occur, it raises several important questions; who should respond, and how?; how should nation-states effectively deal with a cyber-attack?; and will the United States and other nation-states be able to survive in a world where virtual boundaries are limitless?

	

	In Cyberthreats: The Emerging Fault Lines of the Nation State Susan Brenner gives a thorough explanation of how military and law enforcement personnel respond to these attacks and why bringing cyber-terrorist to justice can be difficult and sometimes impossible.
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Linux Bible, 2008 Edition: Boot up to Ubuntu, Fedora, KNOPPIX, Debian, openSUSE, and 11 Other DistributionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Great Content from a Bestselling Author: The Linux Bible 2008 Edition is the best first Linux book for new or migrating users. By focusing on the building-block nature of Linux, and offering true up-to-date descriptions of Linux technology, the Bible helps the reader learn how to jump headlong into Linux, regardless of the...
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Molecular and Cellular BiophysicsCambridge University Press, 2006
"The language used in the book is extremely clear.... The approach is very thoughtful.... This book is aimed at advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students ... [and] would be a valuable addition to the library of any research lab at the physical end of biochemistry."  
Chemistry World     

       Providing...
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Active Directory: Designing, Deploying, and Running Active Directory, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2008

	Active Directory is a common repository for information about objects that reside on
	the network, such as users, groups, computers, printers, applications, and files. The
	default Active Directory schema supports numerous attributes for each object class that
	can be used to store a variety of information. Access Control Lists (ACLs) are...
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Reflectarray AntennasJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Describes the configuration and principles of a reflectarray antenna, its advantages over other antennas, the history of its development, analysis techniques, practical design procedures, bandwidth issues and wideband techniques, as well as applications and recent developments. Both authors are well respected practitioners who have build these...
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The Complete Costume DictionaryScarecrow Press, 2011

	While there are costume and fashion dictionaries tied to specific countries or periods, none have been comprehensive. In The Complete Costume Dictionary, Elizabeth Lewandowski has collected from a variety of sourcesâ€•including costume history texts, journal articles, historical publications, autobiographies, biographies, foreign...
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The Manager's Guide to Competitive IntelligencePraeger Publishers, 2003
In The Managers Guide to Competitive Intelligence, McGonagle and Vella offer comprehensive guidelines for CI managers to achieve their goals. They cover the responsibilities and duties, and give strategic direction for managers trying to find their way in this important, but often overlooked, discipline....Get this book and read every...
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